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while the girl in the yellow raincoat is in the circus, she jumps
down from the top of the car and jumps down from a pole. it is
possible that she can jump from a tall building or down a small
alleyway. the girl in the yellow raincoat is extremely agile, and

she is able to climb trees, flying upside-down on a wire, and
escape from the guards by using a crane. while in the circus, she
is able to weave across the wire of the tightrope and balance at
the top of the arch. as part of her arsenal, the girl in the yellow

raincoat has a variety of weapons at her disposal to fight people,
animals, and monsters. the heroine can use a baseball bat,

fencing gloves, a small spade, her feet, and a variety of objects to
ward and beat opponents. she also has the ability to throw heavy
objects with the use of magnetic force. in the very beginning, the

girl in the yellow raincoat looks like an ordinary young woman.
although she is about five feet (1.5 meters) tall, she has a

miniature body which makes her look even smaller. her skin is
very fair and she has short black hair. she has a delicate face

which is described as “sweet”. the girl in the yellow raincoat can
look very serious, but it is possible to see a hint of fun in her eyes.

she even occasionally smiles when she is happy. her eyes are
described as being “dark and mysterious.” the girl in the yellow
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raincoat appears to be a playful, fun-loving girl, who usually is in a
good mood. yet, the heroine is also very strong, clever, and

possesses a powerful build that allows her to jump in and out of
the cars and onto the windows. her fighting style also includes
several high kicks, punches and kicks in succession that are

delivered from a distance.
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the grandfather dies, the girl in yellow disappears for a day, the
butler returns. the lord suddenly feels better and invents a dress
for the girl in yellow, only to see that it fits the girl. suddenly, she

notices the girl in yellow. a few days later, the grandfather
appears to the lord, who asks him about the girl in yellow and the
girl in white. as he tells the grandfather, the girl in yellow appears.
the grandfather smiles, but dies in front of his eyes. he returns to
the main problem, where the girl in yellow has disappeared. after
the lord's funeral, the chief of police calls the father. he advises

him to prepare himself for the death of his grandfather. the chief
also tells him that the people who really wanted to kill him were
the grandfather's family, who tried to destroy him by using the

dead man's legacy. on the morning of the day of the dead, the girl
in yellow appears to the lord and tells him that she has been

hiding from the "house of the dead" - from the place where the
dead are suspended for a day. she asks the lord to call the chief of
police, and take her with him. meanwhile, the girl in yellow goes
to the memorial of her grandfather and touches the water. she

waits for a long time and starts to cry. suddenly the dead woman
appears to her and tells her that her grandfather's spirit is calling
her. the girl in yellow rushes to the memorial of her grandfather

and asks her to show her the place where she is in peace. the girl
in yellow goes there and sees a beautiful place. in front of her, she

sees a boy. she looks closer and realizes that this is the boy in
white. "the boy in white", the girl says " he always stood in your

arms". the boy takes the girl in white and leaves. the girl in yellow
climbs up and sees a man who says that she will be his bride.
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